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Welcome to 
 Kid Made Modern, 

 the home of unique arts 
and crafts designed to 
celebrate every kiddo’s 

 limitless creativity.

Arts and Crafts 
Library 
A craft master’s dream! Make craft 
shopping easy and buy it all together. 
With over 1000 pieces, the possibilities 
are endless for the on-the-go crafter. 
Create animals, plants, jewelry and more! 
And, it all comes packaged in a reusable 
box to store your supplies when not in 
use. The only thing you need to add is 
your imagination. 

UPC 815219029137
K428

OUR 
BIGGEST
CRAFT
SET!

1000+
PIECES!

FOR 
ALL 

ARTS 
AND 

CRAFTS

Confetti Crayons 
Have double the fun with our 12 double-pointed Confetti Crayons! Colors 
blend and mingle with six tonal color palettes in each Confetti Crayon, and 
each crayon is sharpened on both ends for maximum coloring potential.  
Turn a regular play date into a party with this colorful set! 

UPC 851224006572 
K023

Comic Book Kit 
This all-in-one kit has all the supplies needed to create your own superhero 
story! Each kit comes with two 32 page books printed with blank cells that are 
ready for your illustrations, 10 washable markers, 2 stencil templates for type 
and bubbles, 5 rubber stamps with 3 foam ink pads and 3 bottles of stamp ink  
so that your ink pad is never dry!

UPC 815219029632
K536

BEST
SELLING

ITEM

Comic Book Refills 
Adventures are endless in this set of blank comic 
books designed to inspire little ones to create a 
world fueled by their imagination. Comes with a set 
of two blank comic book refills.

UPC  850020703210 
K690
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Paper Mache Kits 
Our Paper Mache Kits are perfect for your little one that’s 
obsessed with all things magical, mythical and pre-historic. 
Kit comes with everything you need to create a one-of-a-
kind creature only a child’s imagination can dream up. 

Cupcake K663  
UPC 850012834946

Turtle K664 
UPC 850012834953

T-Rex K529
UPC 815219029588

Unicorn K528 
UPC 815219029571
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Rainbow Craft Kit 
Our Rainbow Craft Kit features a chromatic collection of craft supplies. From fuzzy sticks and 
paper straws to googly eyes and pompoms, this kit has everything your color-loving crafter 
needs to exercise their imagination. 

UPC 815219029564
K527

EACH KIT 
INCLUDES

PAPER MACHE 
CREATURE, PAINTS, 

PAINT BRUSH, 
SEQUINS, FUZZY 
STICKS, GLITTER  

& GLUE 
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Rainbow Tie Dye Kit

No directions needed, just creativity and a love for 
the color mania in our Rainbow Tie Dye Kit! Packed 
with 6 rainbow dyes and all the supplies needed to 
have a craftacular time.

UPC 850020703258
K694
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Summer Camp Kit 
The joys of spontaneous play during summer 
camp inspired this kit.  The kit has 200+ 
pieces that include colorful beads, 4 spools 
of yarn, and patterned straws that kiddos can 
use to create 7 different classic camp crafts.  

UPC 850020703074
K676

Rock Painting Kit 
Turn a pile of river rocks into insects, flowers and anything 
else you can dream up with our Rock Painting Kit. Kit 
includes rocks and a variety of vinyl wings and petals, as 
well as paints and accessories to personalize your rock 
collection. 

UPC 815219020707
K558

Backyard Explorer Kit 
Take your crafting outdoors with our Backyard 
Explorer Kit. There’s a world of inspiration right 
outside your back door. Kit includes drawstring 
tote, 2 sticker sheets, Backyard Explorer notebook, 
magnifying glass, compass, washi tape, paper 
binoculars and 8 markers.

UPC 815219021384
K557

Pastel Tie Dye Kit
Pastels may be soft-hued, but they’ll still bring a 

bold element to any creation you dream up with this 
fun Tie Dye Kit! Includes 4 pastel dyes and 

everything else you need for your next colorful 
creation. 

UPC 850020703241
K693

Vacation Kit 
Keep your budding artists busy on vacation with our 
Vacation Activity Kit, complete with a guided book 
featuring pockets and pull-outs to document your trip. 
Also includes a passport booklet to track your travels.

UPC 850012834427
K622
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My First Arts + Crafts 
Library
With over 200 pieces, our My First Arts + Crafts 
Library has everything your youngest crafter 
needs to start exercising their imagination. From 
beads and fuzzy sticks to sticker-backed jewels 
and clothes pins, all of the supplies are brightly 
colored and designed for small hands to easily 
grasp and manipulate. Makes a perfect gift for 
ages 3 and up.  

UPC 815219029687
K538

My First Jewelry Kit 
Includes 100 pieces to create junior jewelry. 
Perfectly sized for small hands. Includes a mix 
of plastic and wooden beads, and nylon cord. 
For ages 3 and up.

UPC 850012834793
K661

My First Painting
Featuring an array of shapes and colors, this set allows 
young artists the chance to explore their creativity. 
Crayon gems feature faceted design, making it easier 
for small hands to hold as little ones develop fine motor 
skills. Ages 3 and up.

UPC 850012834304
K610

My First Watercolor Kit
Help your mini creative explore colors and improve 
their fine motor skills with the My First Watercolor Kit 
that includes 3 easy grip brushes to help them 
create their own mini-masterpiece. Includes 
118-page activity book. For ages 3 and up.

UPC 850020703005
K669

My First Craft Prompts
Your little one will get lost in a world of creativity with the  
My First Craft Prompt Kit. Packed with everything a mini crafter 
needs to explore limitless creativity. Prompts included to spark 
creativity. For ages 3 and up.

UPC 850020703012
K670

My First Letters & Numbers Kit
This kit was designed to make learning letters and numbers fun!  
Littles can practice their vocabulary using 100 colorful fuzzy sticks 
and 36 letter and number cards. For ages 3 and up.  

UPC 850020703029
K671

My First Stamp 
Collection 
Our My First Stamp Set features large stamps 
that are easy to grasp, and a book of art 
prompts to make a ton of creations with 
stamps and crayons. Large, brightly colored 
stamps and crayons are easy for small hands 
to manipulate. Book includes 18 pages of 
prompts, just add imagination. Makes a great 
gift for budding crafters.

UPC 850012834274
K607

At Kid Made Modern  
we believe you’re never too 
young (or old) to exercise 

your creative muscles.  
Our My First Kits were 

designed especially for the 
youngest crafters.
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Wondrous Watercolor 
Get your water ready! Our Wondrous Watercolor set 
includes high-quality matte watercolor cakes in a 
beautiful variety of 30 custom colors, 1 small round 
brush, 1 medium brush, and 1 10-sheet pad of 
watercolor paper. Watch the colors mix together to 
create a unique masterpiece. You can even combine 
colors to create custom hues! Just add water and go 
with the flow as you use this vibrant set. 

UPC 851224006756
K018

Watercolor Paper Pad
Kiddos will have 25 opportunities to explore 
colors and watercolor techniques using this pad 
of bright textured surface for watercolor painting. 
25 quality 8 x 10” sheets - 140 lbs. 

UPC 850020703227
K691

Artist Pad 
Our artist paper pad is 11×14" and offers a mix 
of 50 sheets of high quality art papers. The 140 
lb. cold-press paper is an excellent surface for 
watercolor paints. The 50 lb. sketch paper has a 
medium tooth that is ideal for all types of 
drawing. The 64 lb. textured paper works nicely 
with charcoal, pastel and crayon. The 70 lb. 
drawing paper offers a smooth surface that
is perfect for making a variety of marks. The 96 
lb. bristol paper is a bright textured surface that 
works well with ink.

UPC 851224006770
K026

FIVE 
KINDS OF 
ARTIST 
PAPER

Drawing Paper Pad
Your mini artist will have 50 opportunities to 
express themselves with this drawing pad filled 
with high quality sheets for their next masterpiece. 
Great for practicing drawing skills with 50 8 x 10” 
high quality sheets - 70 lbs smooth surface for 
drawing.

UPC 850020703234
K692

Painting Essentials
Our Painting Essentials Kit has 30+ pieces to give your 
young artist the perfect foundation to explore the art of 
painting. The kit includes paints, watercolors, brushes, and 
more to bring your paintings to the next level. Perfect 
screen-free activity/ Ages 6 and up.

UPC 850012834298
K609

Washable Paint Set
Our washable paints set features everything you need 
to fall in love with the art of painting. And it all comes in 
a handy storage container, so you can keep your 
supplies organized between paintings. Features 
high-quality washable acrylic paint with each paint 
brush is labeled with its proper name to help educate 
young artists. Ages 3 and up.

UPC 850012834311
K611
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Wooden Robot Kit 
No robotics degree required to build and customize these robots. This 
craft kit includes everything you need to build a trio of wooden robots. 
And crafting them is only half the fun. Once they’re done, they make 
fantastic toys or room décor.

UPC 815219029601
K530

Paint Your Own Wooden 
Unicorn Kit 
Our unicorn wooden sculpture is the perfect canvas for 
a budding artist. This kit includes one wooden unicorn 
sculpture, 2 paintbrushes and an array of paints to 
customize your mystical creation. 

UPC 815219029038
K426
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Wooden Spaceship Kit 
Transport yourself to another galaxy with this out-of-this-world  
Wooden Spaceship Kit! Inside you will find 3 wooden  
spacecrafts, 6 colorful printed sticker sheets, 12 acrylic paints 
and 2 brushes—customize your own space fleet!

UPC 815219022220
K129

Studio in a Box 
This case contains it all! Our Studio in a Box 

includes 16 colored pencils, 3 drawing 
pencils, 10 washable markers, 10 acrylic 

paints, 12 watercolor paints, 3 crayon disks,  
1 wooden pencil sharpener, 1 eraser, 1 small 
round brush, 1 medium round brush, 1 large 

round brush, 1 flat brush, 1 fan brush,  
4 canvas boards, 1 watercolor paper pad and  

1 mixed paper pad, all in one convenient 
carrying case with a handle. Sketch, paint 
and draw to your heart’s content with this 

well-stocked set. 

UPC 815219029656
K540
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Trading Card Kit 
Includes everything you need to create 36 custom trading 
cards. Design then divide into foil sleeves and trade with your 
friends. Includes 36 trading cards, 12 gel pens, 3 foil bags and 
1 sticker sheet. 

UPC 815219027966
K283 
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Foodie Craft Kit 
The mini chef will get to craft and don their favorite treats 
with this craft kit made for Foodies! Pizza, donuts, 
lollipops, you name it, and your little one can create it 
using this kit. Over 100 pieces. For ages 8 and up. 

UPC 850012834960
K665

Go Wild Craft Kit 
Beastly googly eyes, ferocious fuzzy sticks, printed pompoms 
and much more create this zoological inspired craft kit. Your 
little one can create creatures found in the wild or dream up 
their own species.

UPC 815219023845
K206

Enchanting Craft Kit 
From fantastical felt and fairy dust to spooky forest googly eyes 
and buried treasure gems, this kit has everything you need to 
create an entire cast of storybook characters.  

UPC 815219028987
K421

Cosmic Craft Kit 
Shimmering sticker sheets, celestial beads and over-sized 
sequins all your little cosmonaut to craft anything in the galaxy 
that they can dream up.

UPC 815219029694
K533

8-Bit Craft Kit
A screen isn’t needed to explore 
pixels with this kit. Designed to 
encourage screen-free play, the 
8-Bit Craft Kit will give your kiddos
a chance to create without limits.
200+ pieces. For ages 6 and up.

UPC 850012834984
K667

Head in the Clouds  
Craft Kit

Encourage all of the joys that come with 
open-ended play with this kit filled with 
clouds, hearts, beads and more. 300+ 

pieces. For ages 6 and up.

UPC 850012834977
K666
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Journal Kit 
Let your creativity come alive with our Journal Kit! Each kit 
includes a 250 page journal, 8 markers, 1 multicolor pen,  
2 rolls of glitter tape, 5 paper rolls, 3 holographic sticker 
sheets and 5 regular sticker sheets. Use these cool supplies 
to decorate your journal cover. Then write, draw or doodle 
on the blank pages to keep your creative efforts and thoughts 
in one safe place.

UPC 851224006534
K063
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Washable Double-Pointed 
Markers 
Our set of 30 double-tipped markers feature an ombre 
of hues rivaled only by a rainbow itself. Each marker 
features two tips. One tip is perfect for line work and 
drawing fine details while the other is great for filling in 
larger expanses of color. 

15-Count Markers K106
UPC 815219022077

30-Count Markers K107
UPC 815219022084

Crayon Library 
Our Crayon Library is both beautiful and functional. The 
hexagonal storage box keeps all your crayons organized. 
No home art supply stash is complete without it.

UPC 851224006589
K022

Photo Journal Kit 
The My Photo Journal comes packed 
with glitter pens, gems, and stickers to 
help kiddos craft the perfect keepsake in 
a photo album. Includes: 5 glitter gel 
pen and markers, 5 rolls of tape, 1 sheet 
of sticky backed gems, 2 sticker sheets 
and 4 foil letter sticker sheets. 

UPC 850012834991
K668

Jumbo Crayons
Your color-loving kiddo will enjoy exploring 

the wonders of their creativity with this 
unique set of 24 Jumbo crayons. Perfect 

for drawing thick and thin lines

UPC 850020703173
K686

Jumbo Markers 
There’s a color that will 
compliment any creation in this 
16-piece Jumbo Marker set!
Perfect for making a bold
statement with coloring projects.

UPC 850020703180
K687

Gel Crayons 
Enjoy a more vibrant and smoother 
coloring experience with these Gel 

Crayons with twistable ends for clean and 
smooth writing. Choose between 12 bold 

colors to bring your masterpiece to life.

UPC 850020703197
K688

Favorite Things Gel Pens 
Our set of 6 Favorite Things Gel Pen will inspire anyone to 
create the things that bring you the most joy!

UPC 850020703166
K685 
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Rainbow Block 
Crayon 
Rainbows are always a good idea, 
and always an option when coloring 
with our Rainbow Block Crayon. 
Create large swaths of rainbow-y 
goodness with just one swipe. 

UPC 815219020349
K552

Bento Box Crayon Set
Featuring an array of shapes and colors, this set allows 
young artists the chance to explore. Crayon gems feature 
faceted design for small hands to hold that are still 
developing fine motor skills.

UPC 815219024781
K521
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Crayon Gem 
Drawing with our prismatic Crayon Gem lets you blend and blur as you 
choose! Let loose and enjoy the feel of this one-of-a kind crayon in your 
hand as you create colorful, gem-tastic artwork. Each jumbo multi-faceted 
crayon has eight colors and is sized 4.5" wide by 3" tall. 

UPC 851224006091
K055

Rock Crayons 
Drawing with our smooth Rock 

Crayons gives you a whole new 
coloring experience. Each Rock 

Crayon has a unique color palette 
that fills every stroke with a cool 

blend of color and feel great  
in your hand. 

Rock Crayons 12ct K021
UPC 851224006619

Rock Crayons 3 ct K157 
UPC 815219023746

Gem Jackpot
Your young artist will be enthralled for 
hours with the many facets of these  
12 gem-shaped crayons. Draw sharp  
lines or cover broad areas as you  
create gem-arific artwork.  

UPC 851224006596
K019 

Giant Crazy Crayons
Our Giant Crazy Crayons have a multitude of colors 
smushed into one 8” long by 1” wide crayon. You never 
know which colors will be next as you color the day away! 

1 Giant Classic Crayon K057
UPC 851224006114

1 Giant Neon Crayon K141
UPC 815219022336

1 Giant Bright Crayon K142
UPC 815219022343

Classic Neon Bright 

Finger Crayons
Your mini crafter will have a blast creating with these 30 unique 
finger crayons developed to nurture their fine motor skills and  
spark creative joy! 

UPC 850020703159 
K684 

Unicorn, Rainbow 
& Dino Shaped 
Crayons
Imagine all of the magical creations 
you can conjure up with our shaped 
crayons! Use them to create a world 
where unicorns and dinos do exist 
and so much more! Makes a great 
gift. For ages 3 and up. 

Unicorn Crayons 
Set of 3 K679
UPC 850020703104

Rainbow Crayons 
Set of 3 K681
UPC 850020703128

Dino Crayons 
Set of 3 K683
UPC 850020703142

Unicorn Crayon Large K678
UPC 850020703098

Rainbow Crayon Large K680
UPC 850020703111

Dino Crayon Large K682
UPC 850020703135
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Jewelry Jam 

With over 850 pieces, including beads, felt strips, jump rings, 
clasps, floss, stringing needles and more! The Jewelry Jam kit 

comes in an oval box with removable stacking compartment 
trays to keep all of your components separate and ready to 

use. Have fun designing fashionable looks with Jewelry Jam!

UPC 851224006855
K059

Petal Party Jewelry Kit 
Our Petal Party Jewelry Making Kit has everything you 
need to make flower-inspired baubles worthy of any 
garden party. The handy carrying case makes it easy to 
take your jewelry making supplies on the go.

UPC 815219023708
K152

Mystic Jewelry Kit 
Shimmering amulets and beads create jewelry 
 that casts a spell. Includes 335 beads, 6 charms, 
3 pendants, 4 cords and instructions. 

UPC 815219029649
K535

Necklace Kits
Each kit includes everything you need to create 1 cosmic 
or unicorn-inspired necklace. Packaged in a fun tin ball. 
Great party favor or gift topper.

Cosmic Necklace Kit K417 
UPC 815219028949

Unicorn Necklace Kit K418 
UPC 815219028956

Mermaid Necklace Kit K655 
UPC 850012834779

Shark Necklace Kit K654 
UPC 850012834762

Frosty Treats Jewelry Kit 
Create ice cream-inspired jewelry and accessories with our 
Frosty Treat Jewelry Kit. One pint of tasty trinkets with six sweet 
charms to DIY. Includes 9 charms, 16 paillettes, 20 jump rings, 
104 beads, 6 acrylic paints, 2 cords, 1 fabric chain necklace,  
2 fabric chain bracelets and 2 brushes. 

UPC 815219027904
KM1390

Alphabet Charm 
Jewelry Kit

Our Alphabet Charm Jewelry Kit has everything 
you need to express yourself and create 

personalized jewelry. From letter charms to tons 
of beads, each creation will be unique. Includes 

plenty of letters in a range of bright colors to 
spell out names and sentiments. 

UPC 850012834397
K619

Mermazing Jewelry Kit
Our Mermazing Jewelry Kit has everything 
you need to make under the sea-inspired 

baubles. It’s chock full of mermaid-inspired 
beads and supplies to make loads of 

necklaces and bracelets for you and your 
friends. Includes 3 large charms and a ton of 

other beads and accessories. 

UPC 850012834403
K620

Shrink Art Jewelry Kit
Our Shrink Art Jewelry Kit has everything your budding jewelry 
designer needs to create colorful shrinking charms and baubles 
for themselves and friends. To create your jewelry, color in 
charms, bake in the oven watch them shrink into charms, and 
combine with jewelry hardware to create your unique design. 

UPC 850012834410
K621
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On-The-Go  
Craft Kits 
Each kit comes with everything you need to 
keep your little one busy while you’re on the 
run. Perfect for running errands, dinners out 
and traveling. Each set comes in a hand 
printed houndstooth canvas tote with zipper 
and handle making it a breeze to keep 
everything together and close at hand. 
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PERFECT
FOR

TRAVELING

On-the-Go Drawing Kit K250
UPC 815219026235

On-the-Go Coloring Kit K007
UPC 851224006640

On-the-Go Jewelry Kit K120 
UPC 815219022169

Create Your Own Fashion Doll K614
UPC 850012834342

Friendship Bracelet Kit K613
UPC 850012834335

Create Your Own Matching Game K612
UPC 850012834328
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Designed to ignite 
creativity and encourage 

a love of learning, our 
STEAM kits are the 
perfect way to learn 

through play.

STEAM Fuzzy Stick 
Sculpture Set 
This process art kit was designed to spark creativity in 
minicreatives while encouraging the development of their 
fine-motor skills. 200+ pieces. Great for ages 3+. 
UPC 850020703043
K673

STEAM DIY Kaleidescope Kit
Little ones will explore the science behind light and reflection 
 as they design a Kaleidoscope that will reveal vibrant colors 
 and wondrous patterns. Great for ages 6 and up.   

UPC 850020703050
K674

STEAM Paint Exploration 
Stimulate your kiddos creative senses and nurture the 
development of their communication and problem-solving 
skills with the STEAM Paint Exploration Kit. Contains  
over 60 pieces. Ages 6 and up. 

UPC850020703036
K672
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Egg Painting Party Kit 
Turn this set of 6 wooden eggs into wonderful works of art  
using an assortment of brightly colored craft supplies. When 
you’re done with the eggs, you can even paint the basket for  
a one-of-a-kind storage vessel to keep your supplies organized. 

UPC 815219029595
K537

Paper Mache Bunny 
Our Paper Mache Bunny is the perfect way to get in the spirit of 
the Spring season. Kit comes with everything you need to create a 
one-of-a-kind rabbit only a child’s imagination can dream up. 

UPC 815219020691
K554

Valentine’s Craft Kit 
Lovingly create a bevy of sweet crafts to share with your 

friends and family using our Valentine’s Craft Kit. Your 
handmade creations will make their hearts go pitter-patter.

UPC 815219029540
K525
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SDesign Your Own 
Valentines Kit 
Create sweet greetings for your pals this Valentine’s Day 
with our Design Your Own Valentines kit. Includes 
everything you need to make 24 Valentine’s Day Cards. 
Plus, comes packaged in a kraft paper mailbox that you  
can decorate to receive some Valentines of your own. 

UPC 815219029557
K526

VALENTINE'S
CRAFT

COLLECTION

SO

SWEET!

Easter Craft Kit 
Celebrate springtime with our egg-straordinary Easter Craft Kit. 
Includes everything you need to create Easter-inspired handmade 
goodies that are perfect for decorating the dinner table at your next 
family party!

UPC 815219029793
K551

EASTER
CRAFT

COLLECTION

HOP 

TO IT!

I Heart Jewelry
This kit gives the creative jewelry lover a time to shine! 
Packed with over 500 items including a heart charm, 
letter embossed beads, sequin, and more, they’re 
bound to make a stylish statement.

UPC 850020703067
K675

I Heart Watercolors
Create with the inspiration to spread a  
little extra love with our I Heart Watercolors. 
Choose between classic or metallic 
watercolors to add extra pizazz to  
any creation. 

UPC 850020703203
K689

Ice Cream Craft Kit 
Features over 350 DIY delights topped with an inspiration poster chock-full of fun and frosty 
ideas to get you started! Includes 5 paper cones, 6 wood spoons, 6 paper tubes, pom poms, 
fuzzy sticks, rick rack, beads, embellishments, googly eyes, felt strips, 4 printed paper sheets, 
3 glitter paper sheets, 2 glitter sticker sheets, glue dots and instructions.

UPC 815219029762 
K542
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